We estimate a Box-counting dimension of fractal surfaces, which are generated by iterated function systems with a vertical contraction factor function on an arbitrary data set over rectangular grids and can express well many natural surfaces with very complicated structures.
Introduction
A fractal interpolation surface (FIS) is a fractal set which is a graph of an interpolation function. Therefore, constructions of FISs are closely associated with one of fractal interpolation function, i.e. interpolation functions whose graph is fractal sets. By Barnsley [1] , FIFs were introduced in 1986 and after that have widely been studied in approximation theory, image compression, computer graphics and so on. In many papers constructions of fractal interpolation surfaces on the basis of IFSs were studied ( [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] ). Massopust presented the construction of FISs on rectangular data sets, at which the interpolation points on the boundary are coplanar. Geronimo and Hardin generalized this construction to allow more general boundary data.
Constructions of fractal interpolation surfaces, which interpolate a data set over rectangular grid, were studied in [2, 3, 5, 7] . A lack of constructions is to use IFSs constructed with a restricted data set, whose data points on the boundary are collinear, constant contraction factor, quadratic polynomials. In [7] , these constructions were generalized with an arbitrary data set, Lipschitz function, contraction factor function, lower and upper bounds for the Box-counting of the constructed surface.
In this paper, we consider the problem on improving estimation of the box counting dimension of fractal surfaces with vertical contraction factor function as fractal surfaces constructed in [7] .
2 set over the rectangular grid be } , ,
 where ( R . The type of f is as follows.
Box-counting dimension of interpolation surface
In this section, we calculate lower and upper bounds for Box-counting dimension of the surface constructed above with the data set
Since there is a bi-Lipschitz mapping between some rectangular in
and Box-counting dimension is invariant under bi-Lipschitz mapping, we can assume that ]
be the form 
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Proof. We first prove (1) . By the hypothesis of the theorem, maximum vertical distance calculated only with respect to Z axis from the points of 
and let the vectors i u r h , , , 1 1 be as follows. 
Hence, 
where C is . Hence, after taking k such that
that is, 1    r k r (4) and applying ij W to E k times , we get
where
Since C S and C S are non-negative irreducible matrices, from Frobenius' theorem there are strictly positive eigenvectors of C S and C S which correspond to . Therefore we can choose strictly positive eigenvectors ã and a which correspond to eigenvalues ã and a so that
Then by (5), 
, then a n a n  1
. Therefore,
n a n a n a 
By (5),
, there is 0 r such that for all ) ( 0 r r  . This is just estimation of Box-counting dimension in [7] . 
